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“Integrating creativity, modern aesthetics and beauty”
NEFIL		 NF69

Single Lever Control Mechanism
More functions using fewer buttons to operate your
multifunctional chair simply and intuitively
3D Dynamic Lumber Support
The 3D dynamic lumber support automatically adjusts to
provide the correct sitting position
4 Position Adjustable Backrest
The 3-5 vertebra are supported for the optimum
ergonomic working position and the elasticity of the
mesh fabric provides full support to the lumber region
Back Size:
Seat Height:
Seat Seat:

580H x 520W
490 - 580
500W x 500D

EXECUTIVE & BOARDROOM

“SMART motion Back Support” System
When Seated lumber automatically adjusts to apply the correct amount of
support to suit the individual users body weight.
During Working lumber continues to provide perfect support in a
forward seated position.
Corresponding to the Recline Position automatic flexible lumber will
give full support.

NEFIL		 NF79

Multi-direction Interactive Neck Support
Neckrest incorporates an innovative flex-tension response
that acts like a built-in spring to provide the proper support
for your head. Durable and lightweight it is easy to add on
and remove from backrest

FEATURES

4D Armrest
Armrest is height, angle, width and backward/forward adjustable to provide the best support for your arm.
NF79 - High Back (includes headrest)
NF69 - High Back (without headest)
Headrest height &
adjustment

Lumber support height
adjustment

Arm pad width & angle
adjustment

Arm pad forward or
backward & armrest
height adjustment

Slight & heavy backrest
tilt tension adjustment

Seat angle adjustment

Pull up to adjust seat
height

Push forward to adjust
seat slide

Pull backward to adjust
angle to the back

Neutral position to lock
seat slide, seat up &
down and angle of the
back
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